The 37th Percussive Arts Society International Convention proved once again to be the greatest percussion show on earth, attended by over 5000 people from across the globe. PASIC caters to our vast array of interests in drums and percussion. PERCUSSscene issue 04 included a comprehensive preview of the over 160 individual clinics, concerts, master classes, scholarly papers and industry showcases over the 4 days; as such, this review will present a sampling of the cross section of events and sessions that I attended. Of special note was our very own, Jeremy Barnett. The fine Australian percussionist presented a fascinating clinic on the basics of electronic mallet percussion, aiming his presentation especially at those with little to no experience in this field. Barnett broke down the terminology and technology into easy to understand terms, and then showed what is possible once the basics are understood. Barnett stressed the importance of choosing the best and most appropriate sounds and how to make any sound do what you want, something he aptly demonstrated with two solo pieces on the MalletKAT showing the enormous possibilities of this exciting instrument.

There was so much happening one often had difficulty choosing between sessions. This year I have compiled a pictorial essay of the numerous presentations and “Stars of Industry”. For many, going to PASIC is a chance to meet and greet the best of the best.

In 2013, the Australia Chapter of PAS will be putting together a special tour package for Australians who would like to attend PASIC 2013 in Indianapolis, so start saving now! For complete listing of the Daily Schedule please go here: http://www.pas.org/PASIC/PASIC2012DailySchedule.aspx
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EXPLORE

Yamaha
Norton Triangles
Cooperman
Neil Peart's Drumkit
Remo
Alternate Mode
Adams Timpani
The Humes and Berg Team
Flat Headz
Rick Mattingly and Neil Larrivee
Pearl & Toca
Mapex
The Modern Drummer Team
Ludwig
Roland
DDrum
The Grover Team
KD Steel Drums
The Zildjian Team
LP & Pearl

Let's try these out!

The Drum Factory
Sydney's Pro Drum Store
Ph: 9635 5552 - 255 Church St, Parramatta
www.drumfactory.com.au

Sales, Service, Repairs,
Replacement Parts,
Custom Build Drum Kits

Huge Range, Competitive Prices:
Why Shop Anywhere Else?

Nick Pansini Talks Drum Repairs:
The Drum Factory Parramatta offers a complete range of service and repairs on Drumkits, percussion, hardware and cymbals, drums, shell rentals, bearing edge cuts, cymbal cut outs, custom builds and rebuilds, snare bed cuts, powder coating of hoops and lugs, shell wrapping, general service and tuning and rehauls, all hardware repairs including cymbal stands, bass drum pedals, snare stands etc.

NOTE: We also carry a large range of custom drum parts for DIY projects - lugs, rods, snare throw offs, hoops, etc.